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Server Tester is a small and handy application which pings websites, servers or IP addresses to test for a response. The application logs all activity in W3C standard log files and can send an email if a server is considered to be unreachable after a few attempts. The application can be minimised to the system tray where an icon easily notifies the user if any errors or warnings have been generated. The application can be used to
perform two main tasks: ￭ Test that a website is reachable or not ￭ Test for a response from a website Server Tester uses the free W3C Ping and Traceroute services which are currently accessible from the Internet at The application is coded in.NET Framework 2.0 and requires the Microsoft.NET Framework 2.0 or a later version of the.NET Framework to be installed. A downloadable version of the application is also provided at
as ServerTester.zip The application can be deployed by extracting it to the appropriate folder on your computer. Please visit to download the portable version of the application. The application can be run directly from the shortcut or folder on your computer where the application was extracted. Server Tester offers the following options to the user: ￭ The user has the option of choosing between the main actions of the application
(ping a website or test for a response) and a brief description of the application ￭ The user has the option of selecting whether or not to include the standard log files in the application's activity ￭ The user has the option of selecting whether or not the application should send an email if the server it attempts to contact is unreachable after a few attempts. ￭ The user has the option of selecting whether or not to include an icon on the
taskbar if the application is minimised ￭ The user has the option of including a messagebox if any errors or warnings are generated ￭ The user has the option of including a password box for the application to provide a logon to the application ￭ The user has the option of including a pull-down menu for the user to set the amount of time the ping or traceroute operation should be attempted before reporting a failed result (this value

defaults to 60 seconds). ￭ The user
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The application is a small, free tool which pings the URL of a website, a server or an IP address to check for a response. The application logs all activity in W3C standard log files and can send an email if a server is considered to be unreachable after a few attempts. The application can be minimised to the system tray where an icon easily notifies the user if any errors or warnings have been generated. Requirements: ￭.NET
Framework 2.0 Description: File Maker Pro is a powerful tool for building database applications. It offers an easy-to-use interface for easy and intuitive data management. Whether you’re a novice or a seasoned user, FileMaker Pro will provide you with a powerful tool for handling data. It is a solid basis for building your own custom database applications. Description: FileMaker Pro is a powerful tool for building database
applications. It offers an easy-to-use interface for easy and intuitive data management. Whether you’re a novice or a seasoned user, FileMaker Pro will provide you with a powerful tool for handling data. It is a solid basis for building your own custom database applications. Description: FileMaker Pro is a powerful tool for building database applications. It offers an easy-to-use interface for easy and intuitive data management.
Whether you’re a novice or a seasoned user, FileMaker Pro will provide you with a powerful tool for handling data. It is a solid basis for building your own custom database applications. Description: FileMaker Pro is a powerful tool for building database applications. It offers an easy-to-use interface for easy and intuitive data management. Whether you’re a novice or a seasoned user, FileMaker Pro will provide you with a
powerful tool for handling data. It is a solid basis for building your own custom database applications. Description: FileMaker Pro is a powerful tool for building database applications. It offers an easy-to-use interface for easy and intuitive data management. Whether you’re a novice or a seasoned user, FileMaker Pro will provide you with a powerful tool for handling data. It is a solid basis for building your own custom database
applications. Description: FileMaker Pro is a powerful tool for building database applications. It offers an easy-to-use interface for easy and intuitive data management. Whether you’re a novice or a seasoned

What's New in the Server Tester?

An application which pings websites, servers or IP addresses to test for a response. The application logs all activity in W3C standard log files and can send an email if a server is considered to be unreachable after a few attempts. The application can be minimised to the system tray where an icon easily notifies the user if any errors or warnings have been generated. Requirements: ￭.NET Framework 2.0 Description: Digital Tester is
a free, small and easy to use application which pings websites, servers or IP addresses to test for a response. The application logs all activity in W3C standard log files and can send an email if a server is considered to be unreachable after a few attempts. The application can be minimised to the system tray where an icon easily notifies the user if any errors or warnings have been generated. Requirements: ￭.NET Framework 2.0
Description: HTTP Monitor is a fast HTTP client tool that lets you monitor the traffic on a local network. It supports ICMP and can monitor any IP address on the network. It is very fast, built-in advanced filtering and traffic statistics help to quickly find the problem. Requirements: ￭.NET Framework 3.5 Description: RPS Agent is a software application designed for network and system monitoring. It includes many useful
monitoring functions, including multi-source traffic monitoring, HTTP and FTP traffic monitoring, SNMP, load-monitoring, chat-monitoring, etc. Features: ￭ Multi-source traffic monitoring ￭ HTTP and FTP traffic monitoring ￭ TCP Ping ￭ TCP Statistics ￭ TCP RST monitoring ￭ ICMP monitoring ￭ SNMP monitoring ￭ Load-monitoring ￭ Chat-monitoring ￭ Message monitoring ￭ Remote Traceroute monitoring ￭ Firewall
Monitor ￭ Async mode ￭ Threaded mode ￭ Application time monitoring ￭ Task/thread monitoring ￭ Process/process monitoring ￭ Software/process monitoring Description: Get the detailed network information from your Win2K, WinXP and Vista computers . It's the best Internet traffic analyzer for Windows. Features: ￭ Multi-source traffic monitoring ￭ HTTP and FTP traffic monitoring ￭ TCP Ping ￭ TCP Statistics ￭ TCP
RST monitoring ￭ ICMP monitoring
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System Requirements:

Minimum: - OS: Windows 7 x64 or Windows 8 x64 - Processor: Intel® Core™ i5 2.0 GHz CPU, AMD Phenom II X6 1090T CPU, Intel® Core™ i7 3.0 GHz CPU, AMD FX-8320E CPU - RAM: 2 GB - Video: DirectX 9.0c-compatible video card - DirectX: DirectX 9.0c - Video RAM: 512 MB - HDD: 30 GB available space - DirectX: DX10
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